Foreword
This valuable book encourages teachers to challenge their students to think more deeply, skilfully and logically
through carefully structured classroom dialogue. It also tells them how to do it.
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A few months ago, I was with a friend driving to a theatre in a town we don’t know well. Normally, that would be
okay because we would simply follow the instructions given by his GPS. We call it Natalie the Navigator, because
of its beautiful female voice. This time, Natalie wasn’t working. We were stranded with no idea which
hw
way to go.
That sounds unremarkable until I admit this wasn’t the ﬁrst time we’d driven to that same theatre. In fact,
act, we’d been
there three times already in the previous twelve months. But each time, we’d relied on Natalie to
o gett us there and
a
in so doing had lost the ability to navigate ourselves, at least to some degree.
This got me thinking: how many students in schools right now are making a similar mistake,
course with
ke, not of co
cou
navigation, but with their learning? How many students rely on their teacher to get
How
et them to the answer?
ans
an
many sit back waiting for directions, knowing full well that
teacher will not only
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PS, this strategy
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and, above all, challenging them as much as possible – that is when students grow most. Itt iis also when students learn
how to learn and, in so doing, improve
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eve more.
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imaginative and inquisitive
uisitive creatu
creatures. For a while, they reta
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nd they becom
decline sets in, and
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hild’s ﬁrst 5 or 6 yearss were spent at home,
ho
nce this did not
no seem to impair the child’s
Since the child’s
and since
ange to conde
intellectual energies, it seems strange
condemn the child’s backgrou
background for a subsequent loss of curiosity
magination. It is more likely due
ue to the na
ooling. What the child probably expects from the
and imagination.
nature of schooling.
hool is a surrogate
sur
rroga family – a surrounding
urrounding that
t
school
home and a surrogate
constantly stimulates thought and
speech. Even when it is uncaring, as it often is, the
e home environment
envi
contains so much to be learned,
o muc
onstant challenge
ch
so
much to be experienced, that it represents a constant
to the very young child. What the child
discove
ompletely structured
struc
discovers at school, on the other hand, is a completely
environment. Instead of events that ﬂow
into other events, there is now a schedule that
hat things must conform
c
to.
Instead of statements that can be understood
erstood only by gleaning their signiﬁcance from the entire context
in which they occur, there is a classroom language
lang
that is uniform and rather indifferent to context and
therefore fairly devoid of enigmatic intimations.

The natural mysteriousness of the home and family environment is replaced by a stable, structured
environment in which all is regular and explicit. Children gradually discover that such an environment is seldom
an invigorating or challenging one. Indeed, it drains them of the capital fund of initiative and inventiveness
and thoughtfulness that they brought with them to school. It exploits their energies and gives them little
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Chapter 1: What is Challenging Learning?
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Dialogue in a Community of Inquiry
One of the best ways to provide both feedback (through dialogue) and develop
capacities for dialogue with your students is through working to develop a ‘Community
of Inquiry’.24
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The ‘community’ aims for cooperation, care, respect and
d
safety; the ‘inquiry’ reaches for understanding, meaning,,
truth and values supported by reasons.
If a Community of Inquiry develops successfully
over time, students’ questions get deeper and more
thoughtful; their discussions are disciplined and
focused yet, at the same time, imaginative. Theyy
care about what others say but don’t accept easy
h
answers; they give feedback on what they hearr in the
form of questions and challenges.

Philosophy
ophy for Childre
Children,
n, Dialog
Dialogue
and the Com
Community
unity off Inqu
Inquiry
y

Doing Philosophy
ophy for C
Children (P4C)
4C) is the most
mos
m
directt way of bringing
bringin about a Community
ommunity of Inquiry
Inquir
In
in the
now a worldwide
classroom. Begun
un in 1972 by Professor Matthew
Matth
Lipman
man and colleagues
colleague at the
e IAPC,
C,25 P4C is no
educational initiative, practised
ctised
sed in more than
tha 60 countries.
tries.
es. Many of the practices
es of P4C transfer very well
w across the
curriculum and contribute
bute to developing feedback
ck cultures
ures in that it enables
es the following co
condit
conditions of feedback
to ﬂourish:

w

Understanding
nding
ng the obj
objective
obje

ro

At the beginning
ginning
ng of a P4C se
session, a question is identi
identiﬁed (there
ere are many examples
exam
of the sorts of questions one
might expect
ect in the les
lesso
lesson plans). The
he inquiry the
then focusess the
e attention of
o the community
c
on understanding the
meaning(s)
aning(s)
(s) of the que
question and testing out a
answ
answers. Objectives
bjectives
ves related to sta
standards of reasoning and behaviour
are applied, review
reviewed and amended on a reg
regular basis.
sis.

Thinking tthrough current understanding
anding
ing

B

Having be
begun an exploration of the question,, participants
ticipants in a Com
C
Community of Inquiry are then encouraged to reﬂect
on the
their own thinking, including beliefs and
nd assumptions,
ssumptions, and h
how these relate to other people’s ideas.

Identifying
d
ways to bridge the gap

During and very often after the initial inquiry, participants
arti
articipa
collaborate together to identify possible steps towards
ﬁnding the best answer to a difﬁcult question. In this way, P4C addresses the three crucial questions about feedback:
• What are we trying to achieve?
• Where are we now?
• What should our next steps be?

In addition, P4C introduces students to the following realities: there is not always an answer for every question and
there is no shame in sometimes not realising one’s goals.
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Chapter 2: Feedback
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Application Key Points
Deﬁnition:
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Students apply themselves when they pay close attention to their learning
es
and persist in their efforts. The extent to which they apply themselves
to a learning goal often depends on the value they ascribe to the goal
multiplied by the level of expectation they have of achieving it.

Importance

rs in determining how
h
ch progress
gress a student
stud
stu
Application to learning is one of the key factors
much
will make. Consider
pplication and belief,
be
ve excelled
xcelled in life, including:
i
the many ‘mediocre’ talents who, through application
have

• Winston Churchill, who twice failed
ed the Royal Military Academy’s entran
entrance exam before leading Britain
to victory with her allies in World
orld War Two
Two.
ination’
• Walt Disney, who wass ﬁred by a news
newspaper editor because he ‘lacked imagination’.

• Norma Jean Baker, who was told
tol by the director
or of the Blue
Blu Book Modelling Agency that
t
she had
d ‘better
learn secretarial
etarial work
w
or else get married’, before
be
recreating
recrea
herselflf as Marilyn Monroe.
Mon

Be Wary Off

Be wary of assuming that particular
articular students
student either do
o or do not have the
t capacity
acity to apply themselves.
them
themselve Application
come of motiva
d be
s.
is more likely to be an outcome
motivation and
belief rather than g
genetics.

“How
w much
do I value
goal,
alue the goal
and
nd do I expect
expe to
achieve it?”
it
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Figure 2: Application
pplication = Value
ue x Expecta
Expectancy

From Eccles et al, Expectancy-value theory of achievement motivation.42

24

Chapter 3: Application
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Wobblers
Wobblers aim to create cognitive conﬂict (see pages 82–84 for a full explanation) in the minds of students by
challenging their initial thoughts, making them question their assumptions and offering alternative perspectives
they may not have considered. Here’s an example:
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TEACHER: What is history?
ADAM: Stuff that happened in the past.

TEACHER: So your breakfast is history?
ADAM: Yes.

SUSAN: But we’re not going to study what Adam
m had
d for breakfas
breakfast, are we?
TEACHER: Why does it make a difference
e whether we study it or not?
t?

RACHEL: Because that’s what history is about
bout – studyin
studying things that happened in tth
the past.
TEACHER: So if we were to studyy Adam’s
m’s breakfast,
breakfast then we’d
e’d
d be doing history,
history would we?
RACHEL: I guess so, though
ugh
gh why would we
w study that?
hat? That’s boring.
boring

TEACHER: But we study
udy what past civilisations
civ
have eaten, don
don’t we? For example,
xample, what
wha tthe Romans
mans ate during
their orgies.

TAS: Yes, but
utt the Roman
Romans
Roma are
e important.
nt. Adam’s not
n important.
ADAM: Thanks
anks
nks very mu
much!
muc

TAS: You know what
wha I mean.
n. The Romans had a big impact
mpact on our lives whereas
as Adam
m hasn’t yet.
yet
ANITA: So maybe history
tory is studying im
important things
th s from the past?
pa
TEACHER: But iff the events are no
not
n in the past,, are they
the nott history?

w

ELLIE: Of course they wouldn’t
wouldn be history,
story,
y, they’d be the present.

ro

TEACHER:
HER:: But did anyo
anyone watch the aeroplanes
anyon
ﬂying
ng into the twin towers
tow
in New York and
d think
thin
‘This is history in the making’?

B

SAM: But ttha
that was still the past because there
was a tim
time delay between it happening and the
picture being shown on our TVs.
pictures

MOHAMMED: But that would mean everything
ing

that is shown on the news is history, wouldn’t it??

TEACHER: Indeed! So, history is actually
everything we see and hear since there is a
delay, however slight, between the event actually
happening and us seeing it!

History: a study of
Adam’s breakfast?
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Chapter 4: Challenge
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